European Institute of Innovation and Technology
EIT Urban Mobility
Mobility for more liveable urban spaces
The EIT and its Knowledge & Innovation Communities

Mission-based and impact-driven approach aligned with the EU strategic priorities, tackling 8 societal challenges by focusing on entrepreneurship.

The Knowledge Triangle is at the core of the KICs’ operations.

EIT’s mission: to boost the innovation process from idea to product, from lab to market, from student to entrepreneur.
EIT Urban Mobility - Mission, modus operandi and compass

**Becoming**
the leading innovation community to educate and inspire mobility solutions for 21st century cities towards a sustainable model of urban mobility and liveable urban spaces

**By**
Structural integration of the Knowledge Triangle + cities to foster synergies and collaborations around the most pressing city challenges

**Towards**
1. Improved **quality of life** in cities
2. Mitigation of **climate change**
3. **Competitiveness** of European cities and **jobs** in mobility
5 integrated programmes operated across 5 Hubs covering 15 countries to change our urban mobility

- Supporting 180 start-ups*
- Business Creation: Creating business out of innovations
- City Club: Defining challenges and sharing best practice
- Engaging 60 cities as partners*
- Academy: Closing the knowledge gap
- Training 10,000 professionals and students per year*
- Driving 60 pilots to scale*
- Factory: Leveraging solutions globally
- Innovation: From research to applied ideas
- Investing 120 M€ in new solutions*

*EIT Urban Mobility targets by 2027

EIT Urban Mobility is supported by the EIT, a body of the European Union
EIT Urban Mobility is part of a vivid innovation ecosystem

Building synergies and offering a complementary support to boost the deployment of sustainable urban mobility solutions

EIT Urban Mobility is supported by the EIT, a body of the European Union
Thank you!

For more information, please contact:

info@eiturbanmobility.eu
www.eiturbanmobility.eu

@EITUrbanMob

linkedin.com/company/eit-urban-mobility